
In Person Meeting of the CED Working Group  
Laxenburg 27.1.2020 1 pm 
  
Present: 
Elisabeth Max-Theurer AUT 
Andrzej Salacki POL 
Daniel Karpiński POL 
Anikó Losonczy HUN 
Orsolya Hillier HUN 
Mgr. Lenka Sekanivoá CZE 
Ilja Vietor SLK 
  
Dietrich Sifkovits Secretary General FN AUT 
Alice Schwab FN AUT 
  

Minutes 

  
1. World Cup Rules for the CEL 
CED Working Group final proposal after discussion: 
  
Fair chance for CEL riders to qualify for the FS and earning World Cup points 
Qualifying Modus 
15 riders qualify for the FS in any case 
still not below 60% to keep quality but at least 8 riders from CEL countries and only 7 from other 
leagues 
If less than 8 riders from CEL qualified, starting-places in FS are filled up to 15 with riders from other 
leagues if there have been more riders from other leagues over 60% in GP. 
  
World Cup Points 
Athletes from CEL countries should earn equal World Cup points as the WEL athletes that are placed 
in front of them: 
1st WEL Athlete:  20 points 
2nd WEL Athlete: 17 points 
3rd CEL Athlete:  20 points  
- (because highest ranked CEL athlete) and so on 
  
Further considerations are not necessary anymore if this proposal will be accepted 
  
  
2. Our conditions for negotiations about the introduction of e-Dressage at CDIs in Central Europe 
  
In some countries show office providers are already working on submitting marks by typing in 
computers – this should be standard. 
E- Dressage is even better and easier for riders to have their protocols and also helps judges to 
improve (with all the comments of the colleagues) and additionally saves one typing person for the 
organizer. 
Best way would be to contact Daniel Göhlen and try to find cooperations with him and not to have 
too many different systems. 
  
3. Any Other 
  



EEF becomes stronger - 80% of prizemoney comes from EEF countries – but the FEI doesn´t pay back 
its part of this – it mostly goes for developing other countries – should be used more for European 
matters – for example education of judges 
CED works close together with EEF 
  
Bosnia and Slovenia would like to become new members of CED 
Principally welcome 
Working Group should stay the same size like now but one bigger meeting per year would be 
possible 
They should officially apply for membership 
  
Qualification Shows for Europeans FN´s have to pick 
Discussion about doing a CDIO for young people in Budapest instead of Mariakalnok for date reason– 
Aniko will talk to Arie Yom Tov about it 
  
4 Arenas Cup at CDI´s 
Achleiten 
Brno 
Mariakalnok 
Zakrzow 
  
Qualifier: 2 best results count – final: 5 best go to Zakrzow 
  
Doping matters 
  
How to handle 0,0 – no other sport is that strict – think about not performance relevant levels – 
everything can be found today 
- contamination is everywhere- feed, bedding, in the field 
How to make sure that nobody can give something to your horse 
Rider always has the full responsibility 
Still if you can proof that the contamination wasn´t your fault you stay disqualified and it sticks to you 
in some way. 
Only the fine hasn´t to be payed. 
Stable security is not accurate at small CDI´s  
If you are fully responsibly, at least it should be allowed that your groom sleeps in the stable or you 
can have your own security person. 
Right now only putting a camera to your horses box is an option – at Zakzow this was also not 
allowed by the stewards. 
  
Meeting closed at 5 o´clock 
 


